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ABSTRACT
Timeline Storyteller is an open-sourced interactive application for
authoring expressive visualization-based narratives about event
sequences. Its design reflects a recently proposed timeline design
space, which itself is grounded in an extensive survey. In this paper,
we highlight its capabilities and reflect upon its usage and adoption.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for tools that
produce compelling narratives with information visualization. A
recurring limitation of such tools is their expressive range, offering
limited options for specifying visual encoding design choices or
selecting chart templates. This is particularly true of timelines, a
type of chart used to present information about event sequences
in domains such as journalism. Timelines are not a standard chart
type in many existing chart creation tools, and existing timelinespecific visualization tools have limited expressivity with respect
to how time is represented, how time is scaled, and how a narrative
is revealed to the viewer.
In this paper, we present Timeline Storyteller, a freely-available
open-source tool for authoring and presenting expressive visual
narratives about event sequence data. We profile its design and
document its deployment and usage as a web application and as a
free extension for Power BI, an established data visualization tool
with a large international user community and an increasing level of
adoption by news organizations. Following Brehmer et al.’s recently
proposed timeline design space [2], our goal was to identify how
people make use of an authoring interface that makes this design
space accessible. We also discuss how Timeline Storyteller and
the design choices it offers shaped how authors produced stories
with their own event sequence data. Finally, we reflect upon the
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dissemination of Timeline Storyteller as well as our methodology
for studying its usage following its deployment.
Leveraging visualization in a narrative medium is an evolving
art form and research area [8], with several established genres [15].
Research questions posed by those studying visual data-driven
storytelling are notably different from those studying the use of
visualization in data analysis. While the latter group is generally
concerned with scalability, performance, and how analysts can spot
patterns, the former group considers topics such as visualization
literacy and interpretability by laypersons, best practices for sequentially revealing information [6], and the role of annotation [10].
While many existing interactive tools allow people to create
charts [12], few tools provide simultaneous support for expressive
visual encoding, storytelling, and annotation. For instance, it is
possible with tools such as Tableau, Power BI, or Ellipsis [13] to
produce a sequence of discrete scenes, where each scene can present
a limited range of chart types. In contrast, tools such as Lyra [14]
are more visually expressive but cannot produce sequential multiscene narratives. Timeline Storyteller combines aspects of both
classes of tools, albeit focusing on timeline data.

TIMELINE STORYTELLER
The aim of Timeline Storyteller is to enable people to author a
visually expressive narrative: a succession of scenes incorporating
information visualization and annotations connected by animated
transitions. However, it specifically focuses on data that can be
represented as a timeline: sequences of events, a form of data underserved by existing interactive chart creation tools.
The design choices in Timeline Storyteller reflect Brehmer et al.’s
recently proposed design space [2], which itself is grounded in a survey of hundreds of timeline graphics, techniques published in the
research literature [1], and existing timeline tools. The majority of
existing timeline tools are intended primarily for exploratory data
analysis [2] in specific application domains, such those involving
electronic health records. Meanwhile, existing presentation tools
used in online journalism such as the Knight Lab’s TimelineJS [9]
and ProPublica’s TimelineSetter [16] are limited to linear representations of time and chronological time scales, whereas Brehmer et
al.’s survey of timelines showed that timeline designers often make
use of alternative representations of time (e.g., radial, grid), time
scales (e.g., relative, logarithmic), and timeline layouts (e.g., categorically faceted timelines, or chronologically segmented timelines,
such as segmenting a timeline spanning a century into decades).
Before Timeline Storyteller, those who opted to incorporate any of
these design choices resorted to time-intensive manual illustration
or to custom programmatic implementations.

